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Map Basics 

There is also as much to understand about what a 
given map won't do as about what it does. 

-Mapping (p. x } 

While we will be looking at many different map types, there are some tools or skills 
that apply to almost all maps. Understanding these is essential to reading, analyzing, 
and interpreting maps. 

THE PARTS OF A MAP 

Maps are made for many different purposes, but they ha'e certain elements in com
mon. Figure 3.1 shows a simple map layout, but it must be kept in mind that nor all 
maps contain each of these clements and there 1s no tandard location for the ele
ments. They may vary according to the cartographer's purpo e, ense of de ign, and 
the publisher's or client's requirementc:. 

• Subject area. This is the map, the subJect and purpo e of the page. 

• Title. Just like ho<lks and .ut1des, maps have titles. Ideal!}, the utle include the 
locarion of the map .wd till' subjt·cr, such as the population of e\\ York or rainfall in 
Australia und m.l) 1 l<.o include n d.lte, such as the populanon ot e\\ York in 2010. 

• l.egeJZd. The legend, whi~..h is sometime. calld the kev, e plam · the ymbols 
used on the m.1p. Mo t of the time rhi-; is included on the map page, but for ome 
types of map, .1 st·par.ue key sheet is .n ailable. fhts 1s most often the cas with map 
series, such ,,., topogr.lphil· m.1po.; or geologic maps . 

.2 1 



Inset Maps 

Box not required 
btJt should indJc3te 
change of scale) "" 
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The United States 

FIGURE 3.1. Elements of a map. 

• Scale. The scale of the map compares the size of features on the map to their 
actual size. It may be expressed numerically as a ratio (1 :24,000), in words ( l inch 
represents 2,000 feet, 1 centimeter represents 240 meters), or graphically (as a line 
marked in units). Scale will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

• Orientation. Contrary to popular belief, maps do not always have north at 
the top, bur it is a common convention, so if there js no other indication it is usually 
assumed that north is at the top. Maps an the M1ddle Ages placed ea t at the top, 
and some early Chinese maps put south at the top. Orientation is shown in three 
ways: latitude and longitude, discussed in the next section, a north arrow that points 
roward north or a compass rose that shows the cardinal directiom, , S, E, W. 

• A map may have an mset map, which is a small map included within the 
frame of rhe main map. 1 he inset may be used to focus in on an area, to allow a 
larger map on the page by moving some elements, or to put the area in a larger con
text (figure 3.2a, b, c). 1 his is frequently done with maps of the United States on 
which Alaska and Hawaii are included as insets rather than in their proper location. 
This arrangement has caused S()me problems, especially when used on s<.:hool map-., 
because many children assume Alaska JS an island. The insets are also not usually 
me same scale as the main map; if the purpose is to focus on an area, the inscr will 
"zoom in" on the area. 

• There may be other explanatory matenals <m the map. A world map m.ty show 
whtch projection was used to construct the rnap; a map showing statistical i nforma-
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tion may show the source of the data; just as in hooks and articles, the map author, 
publisher, and the date the map was made may be shown. 

• The page itself has several elements. A line may separate the map's subject area 
from the rest of the page. This line is called the neat line; there may also he a separate 
border beyond the neat line; and finally, beyond the border is the margin. Sometimes 
explanatory materials a re included within the margm. 

THERE'S A MAP FOR THAT 

As Greenhood says, "There is no walk of life without a guide in the form of some 
kind of map" (Mapping, p. xiii). In this section we provide a brief overview of the 
many kinds of maps that are available, and they will be discussed more thoroughly in 
individual chapters (see Table 3.1). 
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Map T)-pes 

Grnrral rr/c1 rwcr T'zap;. 
ho\\ ~cncr-Al narurc of an a rca, hut do not 

emph.1sac an) one fearurc. 

Topor:r.Jpb~t maps 
reneral. hut emph:mze terrain, small and 

medium <'ale. 

(.Ja.1oiraf maps 
how property hnc>. 

Thc.,:.-tic maps 
Sho" a parricular topic, such as climate, 
P"rularion, and agriculture. 

'ip,·, tal-purpose maps 
ncsigned tor specific uses and user~, such as 
geolo~}. weather maps, and navigation map\, 

Htstoncal maps 
~1odern maps that show historic events. 

Nar ·rgatiorzm.;ps 
Aeronautical charts, nautacal charts, road 
maps, and bicycle maps. 

Astronomical maps 
Maps of the heavens, maps of pl.lnets. 

Fir :t, we must realize that there is no one general, all-purpose map. Maps are 
created for SJ?ecifi~ rea,.ons, to show specific topics or features. Not using the right 
map for :the JOb will. at best, lea\e the reader with insufficient information and, at 
wor r, will mislead. Here is a simplistic example: A map of geologic features will not 
show many, if any. cultural features. 

The clos:s:r t? ~n all-purpo~e map is the general map or reference map. Such maps 
a~e found as md1VIdual maps, and in atlases as maps of regions, states, or countries. 

o one ~eature is emphasized; they show transportation, rivers, towns, terrain, and 
boundanes. Not all features are shown, however. For example, some general maps 
show ~oads and railroads, others only roads. Because these maps are often small scale 
(showmg a large area but li~tl.e d~tail),_they are quite generalized and thus, only major 
roads or towns over a speclfJc saze maght be shown. For more detailed information 
the reader_w~ll need to consult other larger-scale maps. ' 

A vana~10n of the gener_al map is the topographic map (see Plate 12.7 in Chap
ter 12}. While we usually thmk of topographic maps as maps that ::.how terrain the 
topography of a~ area actually refers to the natural and human-made feature::. 'of a 
place. In the Un1ted Stares, topography often is con~idered to include only the natu
ral fea_tures. Topographic maps, however, show both cultural and natural features. 
~levanons a~e shown by means of contour lines {see below) on modern maps. Vegeta
tlo~ categones, water features, cultural features, such as buildings roads railroad'> 
~t~ls,. and canals are all shown. Mo~t major countries produce ;opogr;phic map~ 

heJ~ country, and normally they are produced by government agencies. Thus in 
~~~~n.lte~ Strtes, the U.S. Geological So~iety has produced topographic maps si~ce 
d d
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e O~dnan_ce Survey IS responsible; Swatzerland's rnaps are pro
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Y t e un esamt fur Kartographie d C d · · (BKG) -r • 
11 'd d I . un ,eo asJe 1 • 10pograph1c maps are u~u-

a Y consa ere arge or medaum sc I d · · . f a e, an mapp1ng agencies may produce two or 
more senes o maps based on th · I A d · 1) · d eJr sea e. ppen IX contams a list of topographic 
rrap~mg pro ucers. Chapter 8 treats topographic maps in detail. 

ar~; u~:dda{ostrr,dal ma{Js ar.e onle odf the oldest types()( map; they are maps of propcrry and 
"" ocumenung an ownersh · d f 

from cadastral maps d d" h 'Pan or tax purposes. One can learn much 
epen mg em w en or where they were made. They arc of spc-
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cia! interest to genealogists and h istorians because the names of property owners are 
often on the map. They can indicate when and by whom an area was settled because 
different countries have different cadastral systems. Cadastral maps are covered in 
Chapter 4. 

Thematic maps illustrate a particular subject or theme, such as population den
sity, election results, or vegetation. At one time these were called statistical maps, but 
since many are qualitative in nature, the term thematic is now preferred. Often these 
are small-scale maps and show linle information other than the theme. Some base 
information, such as stare or county boundaries and major cities, may be shown for 
reference (Figure 3.3). 

Many map types for specific subjects are grouped under special-purpose maps. 
Here are found large-scale geologic maps for studying the geology of an area; weather 
maps showing barometnc pressure, fronts, wind direction, and the like. Weather 
maps are not to be confused with thematic maps that show climates for an area. 
Weather maps are designed for specialists in a field, although simplified weather 
maps are a common feature of the newspaper or TV news show. Historical maps, 
recreation area maps, and maps of tourist attractions all come under this heading; 
they are designed for specific users and purposes. 

One widely used map type 1s the historical map. As we noted in Chapter 2, there 
is a difference between historic maps and historical maps. H 1storic maps are o ld 
maps made at a particular time; historical maps are modern maps made to represent 
a historical time. Thus, a map made during the Civil War is an historic map, but a 
map created in the 21st century to show Civil War battlefields is an historical map. 

,. 
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Ha~tona:l~ make use of both kinds; the~ use historic maps as documents in research 
and illustrate thc1r re earch '' ith hi:-.torical maps. . . 

Th nc:xt groups of map t) pc could also he considered special purpose, but they 
are so widelv used that\\ e will treat them separately. 

Nal'igation maps include uautical charts, aerm:.mtica_l cba.rts, r~ad maps, an? 
e\ en bin·de "1.1ps. All are no" used or can be used m conJunc~JOn With GPS. Navi
gation map are used for way-finding. 1 autical an~ aeronautical charts ·:re largc
s..:ale maps used for water and air ll<l\ 1ganon, respectively; to be used effccn.v.ely they 
rt-quire special map reading skdls. Road maps are probably the most famd1ar map 
type for most people. Whether a paper map, an online ~ap, or a map on an automo
bile GP unit, they are widely used on an e\crydar bas1s. 

St.;r charts and planetary maps. ~1.apping and map reading are not confined to 
earth. for centurjes astronomers have created maps of the heavens, and since the l7th 
century they have created maps of the moon and Mars. Since the advent of man-made 
... atellires and manned and unmanned space flights, more sophisticated maps of the 
moon and .Mars have been created. We now have geologic maps of both bodies. 

Atlases are not a map type, but a collection of maps of the world. a region, or 
even a theme. A t) pical world atlas contains maps of various countrie or regions, 
usually at a uniform scale, and many thematic maps for the world and regions. One 
can learn a great deal about a place just from an atlas-location, population, climate, 
economy. vegetation. and the like can all he determined. Some atlases deal with only 
one area, such as California. 

There are thematic atlases that illustrate the history of an area or of specific 
events, or politics, or women's issue!i. Thus, there are atlases of the Civil ·war and of 
World War H. A popular rype of atlas is a road atlas that contains maps of indtvidual 
states, cities, and the entire countr)', focused on the road networks. These are useful 
in planmng multisrate trips. There are also topographic atlases that show contour 
fines for elevations. 

SYMBOLS A1 ~o SYMBOLIZATION 

Symbols are JUSt the mapmaker's shonhand. 

-Mappmg (p. 185) 

AU maps are symbolized; that is, marks on the map represent features, and symbols 
!have sometimes been described as the language of maps. Each map has a set of ym
bols, which might be illustrated in rhe legend of the map. For some ki11ds of maps, 
especially topographic maps, a separate symbol sheer might be available. 

Only three kinds of marks can be put on flat paper-points, lines, and areas
an~ so symbols are described as point, line, or area syrnhols. Symbols can also name 
or Illustrate some quality of what they represent or show the quantity repre~>ented; 
thus, symbols ar; qualitative or quantitative. Quanritative symhol may allow the 
read~r to determme exact values, or they may be placed in categories such as small, 
medmm, or large. The cartographer uses a variety of different elements called grLI/Jinc 
varzables or vtsual varzables to create symbols. These variables are hape, ize, tonal 
value (shades), hue, pattern/texture, and orientatic)n (Hgure 3.4). 1 or the visual vari-
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FORM/ PATTERN/ 
SHAPE SIZE HUE VALUE TEXTURE ORIEKTATlON 

~ 0 

POINT SYMBOLS 0 0 
D 0 

8 0 
8 e -~ ~ 

LINE SYMBOLS ~ --~ ----
~ -

[ill] . 
0 tiD ...... . ....... 

:::: ~~: :: 

AREA SYMBOLS 

FIGURE 3.4. The visual variables. 

able of shape or form, symbols might be pictorial, purely abstract, or ~eometric, or 
something in between, called associative, that gives the "feel" of what ts represented 
(Figure 3.5}. Thus, an almost infinite number of ~ymbols can be created. 

When we look at specific map types, we wtll treat the symbols used on those 
maps in more detail, but here I will present a brief overview of some of rhe most com
mon symbols. 

ASSOCIATIVE ABSTRACT 

D Moontalfl 0 City 
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D Building \1 Airport 
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~--------,----
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Mfne 

~ /-aflroad 
LINE SYMBOLS . Trail . . 

~ F<nSI 

D Ctws 
AREA SYMBOLS 
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Qualitative 

Point -~ mbols 
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ymbols ., 

Point mbol:, occur .lt a point and in the simplest form give data only for t hat point. 
Ct,nunon ex:amples are a dot sho' ' mg the location of a town, or a square showing a 
building. They how only location and the type of feature, not the population of the 
rem nor the height of the building. These Me qualitative point symbols (figu re 3.6). 

Linear SJ·mbols 

The line shmm in figure 3.~ shO\\ ri,ers, roads, and boundaries. The line thickness 
doe:.n "t 'af)". and there is no indication of size. Only the location, the nature of the 
feature. and the pattern of the feature can be determined. These are qualttative line 
symbols. 

Areal S J'mbols 
.; 

Like other quaJitative symbols, qualitative areal symbols show what is found in an 
area such as a field, county, country, or state (Figure 3.8). Thus, a field may show 
corn or soybeans. or a region might be grassland or forest. Because the symbol cov
ers the actual area, it is also possib)e to determine the size of the field or the extent 
of the forest. 

Quantitative Symbols 

Point Symbols 

Simple dot maps use uniform symbols (they may be circular, rectangular, triangular, 
or other shapes , each of "hich represents a given quantity, such as one dot for 500 
people. The canographer places the dots m the centers of distnbution Within rhe 
a_re~, th~s revealing the pattern of distnbution (Figure 3.9). Dot denszty maps are 
Simllar m that one dot represents a specific quantity, but instead of being placed in 
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-··-··-··-··-·· - National 
FIGURE 3.7. Qualitative linear symbols. 

the center of distribution, they are placed randomly within the areas. Patterns of 
distribution cannot be determined unless the enumeration areas are quite small. 

Graduated circle maps employ circles of varying sizes to represent quantities 
(Figure 3.10). If the circle represents a point location, such as a city, it is placed at 
that point; if it represents an area, it is usually placed in the center of the area
for example, the population of a state. Graduated circles may show either actual 
amounts or categones. The circles are drawn so that the area of the circle, not the 
radius or d iameter, is proportional to the amount represented. When categories are 
represented, a set number of circles are shown in the legend with amounts such as 
1- 1,000, 1,001-5,000, 5,001-10,000, and the like. For a truly proportional circle, 
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Da•ry lllrm•ng 
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HOGS AND PIGS 

LOUISIANA 

·-... 

FIGURE 3.9. Dot map. 

representative circles are shown with a scale device. Dot and graduated circle maps 
are discussed in derail in Chapter 9. 

Linear Symbols 

For qua~~tati:·e line symbols, the width of the lines vary, showing the size of the river, 
the classifiCation of the road, the volume of traffic, or the significance of the bound-

I BAY AREA POPULATION I 
BY COUNlY 

Santa Cruz 
• 820 '76 

San F ranasco 
817 537 

Napa 
135 554 

I JGURT: 3.10. Graduated circle map. 
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ary. An early quantitative line symbol is the flow line that was first used in the 19th 
century. Flow lines usually show direction and amount, such as traffic in the south
bound interstate, and the lines vary in width with the amount shown {Figure 3.11). 

Isaritlnnic lines are one of the most widely used types of symbol. Weather maps, 
topographic maps, and population maps all make use of types of isarithmic lines. An 
isarithmic line is a line that joins all points having the same value above or below a 
zero va lue called the datum (Figure 3.l2). lsoline and isogram are other general terms 
for these lines, but many different types of isarithms have their own names. A few of 
the more common ones are: 

Isotherm-line of equal temperature 

Isobar-line of equal barometric pressure 

Isohyet-line of equal rainfall 

Isobath-line of equal depth below sea level 

Isogonic line-line of equal magnetic declination 

Isochron-1ine of equal travel time 

Probably the most familiar isarithmic line is the isohypse, a line of equal elevation, 
usually called a contour line (Figure 3.13). A contour line joins all points that have 
the same elevation above or below a datum, usually sea level. They are the most com
monly used of the isarithms and are the basis for topographic maps. Contours will 
be discussed more fully in Terrain Representation later in this chapter and also under 
thematic maps and topographtc maps. 

Parallels and meridians are also special forms of isarithms since they join all 
points having the same latitude and longitude, respectively. 

Areal Symbols 

Choropleth m.1ps are statistical maps that color or shade area according to the value 
or amount of the item being mapped. Because the areas u ually vary in ize, such a 
states, to be meaningful choropleth maps must show the tatistic a ratio or per
centages. Fore ,Hnple, in Figure 3.14 each area has 5,000 people, but one area ha 
10 square miles and the other has 100 square mile . If the areas are haded simply 
according to total population, the map will be mi lead ing; if they are shaded accord-

M i 1~, JXr hllUr 

(I . 10 

II • I ~ 

FIGUR[ l . t I. Qlt.lnrit.ltiH" linear _) mbol, 
flow hnes. 
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FIGURE 3.11. Isanthmic map. 

i~g ro population per square mde, the reader can get an idea of the denstty of popula
tion and so the map is much more meaningful and useful. 

TERRAIN REPRESENTATION 

A spe~ial group of symbols and map types are those used for relief or terrain repre
sentation. From very early times, showing hills and mountains on flat maps has been 

HGURt 1.13. Couwur hnes are a type of isamluuic line. 

25 sq. m1. 

100 square m1les 5000 PEOPLE 
IN EACH AREA 

D 
so people/sq. m1. 

200 people/ 
sq. mi. 
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FIGUR E 3.14. Choropleth maps are mislead
mg if absolute values are used. 

a problem for cartographers, and many methods have been devised. Some symbols 
are designed to give a general impression of the relief, others to allow measurement 
of elevation. While some of these symbols are no longer in use, if you are doing a 
historical study using older maps, it is helpful to understand how they were used and 
their limitations. 

One of the earliest methods is the one you might use on a sketch map, a simple 
profile drawing of a hill (Figure 3.15). These symbols have been found on the early 
maps of Mesopotamia and arc called the molehill or sugar-loaf technique. They only 
give an idea of the terrain and have many disadvantages: Since the symbols are side 
views, they cannot be in their proper position; that i , they are not planimetrically 
correct, and they block out features "behind them." The appearance of the symbols 
varies greatly~ some mapmakers tried to draw an actual picture of the mountain, 
whereas others used a stylized symbol. The symbols were not drawn tO cale and 
might even vary'' ithin the map. Therefore, the reader had no idea of how big a fea
ture was; hills and mountains often looked the arne. 

FIGURI; US. l\1olt•hi ll or ug.u-lo.1f hill 
S\ mbols. 
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In the late 1 th entur •, .1 mor(' ~cicntitic approach was introduced with IJ..zclmres 
(Fi~ure 3.16), \\ hich are short, ~twght line~ drawn in the direction of the lope. They 
are p!Jnimetricall~ correct, and spot elevations are !>hown for measured heights. In 
the earl\- p.1rt of the 19th centur), Johann Georg Lehmann, a German cartographer, 
deY,sed a bachuring system that \\:ls based on the slope of the land; the lines were 
dra" n at right angle ro the lope, and the thickness of the line corresponded to the 
. reepness of the slope. This high!) graphic method was Yery popular in the 19th 
centur~, espec1ally on large-scale maps such as military surveys. During the same 
penod, another hachuring system was devised that had lighter hachures on the north 
and \\est and darker hachurc:s on south and east slopes that gave the impression of 
sunlight and shado\\. This variation was used m one of the important atlases of the 
time, rhe Dufour atlas of Switzerland. 

While hachure show features in their correct plan position, they have many lim
itations. Elevations cannot be determined, so a few spot ebation!> are given. While, 
on large-scale maps. hachures produce a ,·ery attractive map with a good impression 
of the terrain, at small scales, such as world atlases, they degenerate into what has 
be.en variously called "hairy caterpillar ·· or ~woolly worms" (Figure 3.17). In spite of 
th1s drawback, they were widely used in atlase until the m1ddle of the 20th century. 

We have already noted that the contour line, which is an abstract svmbol and 
a t} pe of i~arithm (isohypc;e), connects points that have the same elevati~n above a 
datum (usually mean seale\ el). Contour lines are planimetrically correct; that is, fea
tures are shown in rheir correct horizontal positions, and elevations between the lines 
can be esti~ated or interpolated. Although contour lines were actually first used on 
land maps ~n t~e 18th century, because they requ1re exact elevations for many points, 
they weren t widely u~ed unt•l the late 19th century when major surveys of the land 
were ~ade. Como_ur !me~ are the primary symbol used on topographic maps to show 
elevanon. They wdl be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

fiGUR E 3.16. Hachure• as used in th 19 h r 
by Eduard Imh(Jf (1 982) w 1 d ( e t century. ro~ Cart()grafJinr. l<elle( l'resentatwn 

' a ter e rruyter (,MBI I. Repnnted by penn isc;ron. 
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FIGURE 3.17. "Woolly worm" hachures. 

As with the other symbols here, contour maps do have limitations. Although 
they are planimetrically correct and elevations can be measured, to an untrained map 
user the lines may seem confusing. Contour lines do not have a three-dimensional 
appearance, so an inexperienced reader can't immediately identify hills and valleys. 
They, like hachures, are best used on large-scale maps; on small-scale maps they must 
be generalized, and, therefore, on such maps, they are often combined with colors or 
shading. 

Layer tint maps, also called hypsometric or altitude tint maps, add color or 
shades of gray to contour lines (Figure 3.18). Different colors are used between the 
contours to help distinguish elevations. Several different color schemes have been 
used; each publishing company has its own. In general, the schemes all attempt 
to give the feeling of a third dimension. The most common is based on the theory 
that cool colors-blues and greens- appear farther away than warm colors- reds 
and oranges-and that by using cool colors for low elevations and warm colors for 
higher elevations there will be an impression of height. Unfortunately, map readers 
frequently misinterpret the colors. They make three common errors: (l ) They assume 

:13' lf'N 
ur ri!!l:"" 
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CATAliNA 
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H GURl: UH. Llyer rints .Ht' added to ~.:onwur lint's to help d1~tingui"h t'lt'vations. 
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that the colors repre ent rainfall, vegetation, or temperature. In this case, the reader 
~~umes th.u low ueas ho" n in green an~ lu h, cool, and damp and brown areas are 

hor, dr , and desert-like. (2) Because there are sharp line separating colors, readers 
may interpret them as a series of plateaus or areas of uniformity. (3) They assume 
th3t the lines cho en ha,·e some special stgniticance~ that they represent boundaries of 
orne ~orr. "hereas they are 'tmply convenient, but arbitrary, intervals. 

Rdicf shadmg 1s a way of simulating a third dimension by shadowing and high
lighting the area to give the impression of a relief model (Figure 3.19). The map looks 
as though the land is illuminated trom the upper left, normally the northwest. This 
i the most common method used on atlases today. Relief shading is often used in 
combination with contour lines. 

Digrtal elez•ation models (DEMs) are terrain maps created on the computer with 
~arellite data. DE fs give the impres ion of a three-dimensional surface by the array 
of ele\anon \alues above a datum 0\er an area. They are sometimes presented in 
.;hades of gray or may ha\e hypsomerric tints added to help in interpreting elevations 
(Plate 3.1). There 1s as yet no formal definition of a digital elevation model among 
'cienrisrs in rhe field. 

SCALE 

GJVe a good map-muser an inch and he know.!. how to take a 
mile. He never cease~ to enjoy the plain but curious fa~.:t that 
an inch of paper can be the equivalent of a mile ... of world. 

-Mappmg (p. 42) 

We encounter scale at an early age. A child's dollhouse Is a scale model of a house· 
a toy train is a scale model of a real train: model cars, trucks, and airplanes are ali 
scale mod~ls ~f real-wor!d counterparts. Maps are cale representations of the earth. 

Sc~le ts stmpl_y the Size of a representation compared to the real object expressed 
a_s a rar!o or fra_ct1on. Thus, a model of a truck that has a scale of l :53 or 1/53 b one 
flfty-th1rd rhe stze of a real rruck. A map with a scale of 1:1,000,000 is one-millionth 

FIGURE l.t9. Rehef shadmg give~> the 1 • f h d . 
www.tr.Jmharrtsonmaps co nl. R d mpreswm () a t Jr d1mension to l<Hllours. I rom 

. ' . cpnnte courtesy of .J ()ffi Harrif>on. 
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the size of t he earth, and the features shown on the map arc one-millionth of their 
actual sizes. This ratio is called the representative fraction (Rf), or simply the scale 
of the map. Notice that no units such as miles or kilometers are attached to the rep
resentative fraction . Because of this, the RF can be used regardless of the units of 
measurement. It means 1 unit on the map represents x units in the real world. Thus, 
in our truck example, 1 inch on the model represents 53 inches on a real truck; for 
our map example, 1 inch on the map represents 1,000,000 inches on the real world. If 
we are working with metric units, 1 centimeter on the truck represents 53 centimeters 
on the real truck, and 1 centimeter on the map represents 1,000,000 centimeters on 
the earth. 

Of course, it is difficult to picture 1,000,000 inches or 1,000,000 centimeters, so 
we often use a second form of scale, the verbal scale (Figure 3.20). Verbal scales are 
expressed with units so that 1:53 becomes 1 inch represents 53 inches or 4.44 feet and 
1 inch on the 1:1,000,000 map represents 15.78 miles or 1 centimeter represents 10 
kilometers. When working with inches and feet, the denominator of the RF is divided 
by the number of inches in a foot; for centimeters and kilometers, the denommator is 
divided by the number of centimeters in a kilometer. Conversion factors are presented 
in Appendix C. The verbal scale is often rounded off, so that 1:1,000,000 is about 
1 mch to 16 miles (in metric it is exactly 10 km). These are usually used for estimates. 

On many occasions we need to take a ruler to a map to calculate distances and 
stzes. We can measure the distance on a 1:1,000,000 map with our ruler, determine 
that it ts 8 inches, and calculate from that a distance of 15.78 x 8, or 126.24 miles. 
If the map distance between two pomts is 10 centimeters, we can calculate the dis
tance as 100 kilometers. To eliminate cumbersome calculations, many maps include 
a graphic scale (also called a linear scale or bar scale). This 1s a small '"'ruler" on the 
map that allow· us to measure distances directly (see Figure 3.21). . 

\XIe often encounter the terms large scale and small scale. These are relat1ve 
terms without a specific number attached. Large-scale maps ho\v mall areas in 
great detail, .wd small-scale maps show large areas m le -s detail. A city map is a 
large-scale map, and a world map is a small-. cale map. The larg~r the denommator 
of the representative fraction, the smaller the scale of t~e map. Thts c.ln be thou~~t ?f 
as analogous to slices of ,l pie: 1/4 of a p1e ts a larger ptece than 11 of the pte.\\ tthm 
some map series, sul:h as topographic maps, certain cales mar be pectfted as large, 
medium, and small for the series (Figure 3.22). 

Because a small-scalt• map shows a large area on a relatively small page, much 
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AGURE 3.21. Graphic or bar scale. 

detail must be omirted: for example, coastlines will be smoothed, small towns omit
ted, or roads shown, but nor railroads. This process is called generalization; all maps 
are generalized to some extent, but small-scale maps are highly generalized. 
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